
                    
                 

               

          
                   

       

              
            

             

           
             

                
               

        

 
                     

               
            

                      
           

         
 

           

 
  

 

 
 

   
 

 
  

  

   
  
  
  

    

  
 
  
 

   
 

 

    

       

 

 

  

  
  

High Performance 
Wild ™Thing - Reactive 

LowHook Potential: (10) 

Early Length: (25) 

Breakpoint Smooth Arc 

Shape (10) 

Flare Potential: Low 
(0.0) 

Center Heavy RG-average: (1) 2.6 

0.045 

95 

110 

160 
High
(175) 

Long 
(235) 

Angular
(100) 

High
(0.060) 

Cover Heavy
(10) 

Part Number 
60-105212-93X 

Coverstock 
ConneXion Reactive 

Core Dynamics @ 16# 
Two-component 
Symmetrical Core 
RG max: 2.514 

Performance 
Hook Potential: 160 
Length: 110 
Typical Breakpoint 

2-Color Pearl RG min: 2.469 Shape: 95 
Red / Silver Pearl RG diff: 0.045 Chart Position: R - 3 
Hardness: 76-78 

Factory Finish 
4,000 Micro Pad 

Average RG: 2.6 of 10 Available Weights 
12-16 Pounds 

Core: The new ultra low RG Paragon core was designed with two intentions. First, lower the RG to create a faster 
revving core that will provide improved mid-lane traction. And second, raise the RG differential to increase the track 
flare potential which will generate more overall hook with standard layouts and the use of interchangeable thumb 
sleeves. 

Coverstock: The Wild Thing utilizes ConneXion coverstock known for its unbelievable traction response from 
foul line to head pin. The aggressive connection of the Wild Thing to the lane surface inspires confidence in the ball 
reaction that allows bowlers to play the lanes the way they want to. 

Ball Motion: The Wild Thing and its new ultra low RG core system improves the adhesion of ConneXion 
coverstock to accelerate the response to friction and turn its attack loose on the pins. This core/coverstock 
combination allows the Wild Thing to generate a shape never seen before in the Brunswick line. 

Micro Finishing Pads: The bowling industry is starting to embrace the surface finishes created by 2000-grit and 
4000-grit abrasives. These abrasives create a glossy finish that many bowlers would assume are polished with a wax 
or similar compound. The benefit to the bowler is that these finishes create length similar to balls coated with 
compound finishes, but are better able to handle carrydown. The Wild Thing is finished with 4000-grit Abrasive pads 
driven by the new Haus high speed bowling ball resurfacing machine. 

Reaction Characteristics 
Out of the Box: With its 4000-grit micro pad finish, the Wild Thing will provide excellent length and a strong 
back-end reaction to match up on medium to oily lane conditions for a wide range of bowling styles. 
If your Wild Thing goes too long:. Shiny surface finishes sometimes cause the ball to go too long before breaking. 
To get your Wild thing rolling sooner, dull the surface with a 2000-grit micro pad to increase hooking action. To further 
increase hooking action, use a rougher abrasive to create an earlier reaction. 
If your Wild Thing hooks too early: Polish your Wild Thing with Brunswick’s Factory Finish High Gloss Polish to 
increase length. 

For the most up to date Product Line Information go to www.brunswickbowling.com/balls 
Document # 60-900337-370 

www.brunswickbowling.com/balls

